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High Level Network Operational Framework 2029 
Summary 

This high level network operational framework, while delivering safer ATM operations, aims to reduce existing 
ATM constraints to Airspace Users, exploiting existing and emerging aircraft and ground  system capabilities 
(both ground-ground and air-ground) , and exploiting opportunities in the Single European Sky context. Its major 
purpose is to support Airspace Users, Airport Operators and ANSPs in meeting their business objectives by 
increasing cost-efficiency through improved network performance, notably capacity and flight efficiency. This 
framework, addressing the Network Strategy Plan 2020-2029 operations direction, is characterised by: 

 

 

Free Route Airspace (FRA) will be in use in European upper and lower airspace ensuring connectivity with 
TMA, extending beyond the national boundaries by cross-border FRA. ATC sectors will be consolidated and 
will evolve towards cross-border and dynamic solutions as required to match traffic demand. Dynamic 
Airspace Management and Airspace Configurations (DAC), together with Dynamic Mobile Areas will be 
introduced to optimise the use of the airspace and meet both civil and military airspace requirements. TMA 
can be dynamically extended, and is optimised using Performance Based Navigation (PBN) based procedures 
and Continuous Descent & Climb Operations (CDO/CCO). Unmanned and/or optionally remotely operated 
systems, operations at higher altitudes (above FL600), urban air mobility and other new entrants will be 
effectively integrated into network operations. 

 

 

Aiming to meet user’s business needs, capacity is delivered where and when needed, while ensuring flight 
efficiency, based on expected demand and operational context. Where needed, ATFCM measures are 
established with full operational stakeholder coordination, considering AU prioritisation, and minimised 
through ATFCM measure reconciliation. Through the Network Operations Plan (NOP) focus is maintained on 
planning and implementation of improvements to properly deliver required en-route and airport capacity. 

Major ATM transition projects are coordinated across the network to ensure synchronised entry into 
service of major airspace improvements .  

 

 

At network level, ATFCM will be managed on basis of end-to-end 4D business/mission trajectories, filed by 
AU’s using the FF-ICE flight plan (eFPL). Early flight plan information will be available for network preparation, 
allowing ATFCM optimisation and negotiation before the eFPL is filed. Operational Air Traffic (OAT) flight 
plans will be integrated for a complete traffic demand picture, as part of full integration of military 
operations in the network. Flight plans will continue to be updated in-flight. ATFCM will move to Flow Centric 
operations mitigating imbalances from a network performance perspective and Integrated Network-ATC 
Planning (INAP). It includes the allocation of target times for entering airspace volumes and airports to 
mitigate imbalances and to optimise arrival sequencing, including their use in support of extended arrival 
management procedures. Operations are based on cooperative traffic management procedures for the 
operational use of targeted measures, on continuous sharing of real-time traffic information and on 
operational decision and capability data between all actors.  

 

 

Airport operations, aiming for On-Time Performance (OTP) towards arrivals, will be fully integrated in the 
4D trajectories, supported by local airport DCB functions that interact with network DCB. AU flight 
management will be supported by using AU preferences and priorities, including automated multi-ATFCM 
slot swapping. To enhance arrival predictability en-route ATC will have the means to support extended 
arrival management into multiple airports based on Target Times. Local Airport Operation Plans (AOP) will 
be integrated with the Network via AOP/NOP interfaces for shared operational planning, preferences and 
real- time data. 

Airport – Network Integration 

Seamless and Flexible Airspace 

 

Optimum Capacity and Flight Efficiency Planning 

performance 

Trajectory and Cooperative Traffic Management 
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CHAPTER 1 – Introduction 

Purpose  

This High Level Operational Framework describes the European network operations as envisaged by 
2029. As such, this Operational Framework is defined to enable meeting the Single European Sky (SES) 
Performance Targets for Reference Period (RP) 3 and 4 (when defined, agreed and published by the 
European Commission) which addresses the period 2020-2029.  

The  2029 framework is built on current network operations, on the strategic direction and objectives 
as defined in the Network Strategy Plan (NSP)  2020-2029 as approved through European Commission 

Decision ( reference TBD), and supports the implementation of improvements as defined in the Pilot 
Common Project Implementing Regulation (PCP IR) No 716/2014 (27 June 2014). As such, the 
aspiration level of this framework is the same as in the NSP and PCP IR. Through alignment with the 
NSP and PCP IR, this High Level Operational Framework is in line with the SESAR ATM Master Plan 
Essential Operational Changes and ICAO ASBUs. The objective of this Operational Framework is to 
serve as a common high level view for all operational actors on the target for operating the network 
in 2029. Further, it provides a basis to ensure all improvement activities are in place to achieve the 
required performance over and above what can be achieved using current and new  ATM network 
methods, processes and enabling system support.  

This Operational Framework does not aim to specifically address Roles & Responsibilities. However, 
the described elements imply roles of the various actors as an organisation of the activities that is 
inherently required to achieve those operational framework elements. 

 

Framework Structure 

The operational framework elements are structured in line with the Strategic Objectives (SOs) of the 
NSP  2020-2029 (see diagram below), and focusses on the  operations oriented SOs 1-7, while also 
addressing relevant operational aspects of the other SOs. 
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Assumed ATM capabilities 

Whilst this Operational Framework does not explicitly address (system/resource) enablers, its 
operational elements are fully dependent on the other NSP Strategic Objectives focused on the 
technical developments required by the NSP. A list of enablers as described and used in the SESAR 
activities to validate and demonstrate the concept elements of the future ATM system in Europe is 
shown in Annex B. Further, this framework takes advantage of ATM capabilities that are specified by 
the PCP IR No 716/2014, to the extent that the associated target deployment dates (mostly beyond  
2025) are expected to provide increased capabilities already by 2025 through the deployment projects 
included in the PCP IR.   

 

 

Document structure 

Chapter 2 describes the main directions of the High Level Network Operational Framework and 
specific foreseen developments in the key areas addressing identified shortcomings. 

Chapter 3 describes the foreseen impact on performance of the identified key improvement areas. 

Annex A describes the Network Operations continuous processes to ensure a complete picture in 

In 2025, Network Operations will see a mixture of capabilities of ATM actors, varying from 2019 
capabilities to the most advanced. Network operations need to explore the best practices of 
different Network Actors and apply them in different combinations of capabilities and optimise 
stakeholders’ performance. 

In 2029, Network Operations will support the achievement of “a European ATM network serving 
European aviation and passengers in a safe, secure, predictable, operationally efficient, 
environmentally friendly and cost-efficient manner through close cooperation with all 
operational stakeholders”. 

The Network Manager, supported by appropriate governance mechanisms, will drive operations 
in partnership with all operational stakeholders, through Cooperative Decision Making and 
common network information and data.  
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which specific areas will evolve towards 2029. 

Annex B describes the list of Enablers 

Annex C provides High Level Roadmaps for the implementation of the operational elements. 
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CHAPTER 2 –Network Operational 
Framework 

The Performance Scheme for air navigation services and network functions (Commission Implementing 
Regulation (EU) 2019/317 of 11 February 2019) includes key and challenging targets for enhancing the 
future operational performance of the European ATM network.  A clear description of the European 
ATM network operations will be required.  This will play a major role in building up all the necessary 
measures to ensure that operational performance targets are reached. 

The operations of the European ATM network will support all Network Operational Stakeholders1 to 
reach their business needs by helping to ensure an appropriate balance between flight efficiency, the 
optimisation of airspace & airport capacity and its utilisation and the overall cost of the network thus 
minimising the total costs. To succeed, effective operational performance management of the network 
in operational partnership with stakeholders is required. 

Many different business models of Network Operational Actors require different operational solutions. 
All elements are directly impacted by the (network) performance of ANSPs and airports. 

This high-level network operational framework, while delivering safer ATM operations, aims to further 
reduce existing ATM constraints, exploiting existing and emerging aircraft and ground system 
capabilities, and exploiting opportunities in the Single European Sky (SES) context. Its purpose is to 
increase operational performance, notably airspace capacity and flight efficiency, and to support 
Network Operational Actors in meeting their business objectives (and implicitly their performance 
targets). 

  

                                                
1 ) ‘operational stakeholders’ means, according to the COMMISSION IMPLEMENTING REGULATION (EU) 2019/123, the civil 

and military airspace users, civil and military air navigation service providers and airport operators which operate in the airspace 

referred to in Article 1(4); 
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2.1 Current situation of network operations and identified 
shortcomings. 

 

Current network operation can be depicted as an iterative process linking network operation planning 
with execution and review phases, all contributing to deliver network performance according to the 
defined performance targets.  

 

Figure 2.1a: The Network Operations phased rolling process 

 

The scope of the current Network operations is illustrated by the following figure 2.1b describing the 
ASM/ATS/ATFCM processes. Although not specifically visible in the figure below, Scarce resources 
management  (contained within ATC/aircraft Capability) and the coordination of transition for major 
ATM projects are implicitly in the scope of the Network Operations Management. A description of 
Network operations as envisaged by 2029 is provided in Annex A. 

 

 

Figure 2.1b: Demand, Capability, Balancing and Event & Crisis Management activities 
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The following identified shortcomings areas limiting the performance of current network operations 
are addressed by the High Level Network Operational Framework 2029.  

About the airspace design and utilisation: 

European airspace is still fragmented. While Free Route Airspace has been introduced by many 
operational Stakeholders, the lack of ECAC-wide cross-border FRA and extension in the lower airspace, 
with connectivity with TMAs to facilitate CCO/CDO and PBN operations continues to limit AUs’ 
flexibility in optimizing their trajectories according to their own business models, with associated 
environment and flight efficiency penalties. 

Additionally, there are indications of structural airspace bottlenecks with sub-optimal ECAC-wide 
sectorisation that does not fully comply with the airspace design principle i.e. for European airspace to 
be considered as a single airspace for design and operations.  

Flexible Use of Airspace concept and procedures, while largely applied, it is not yet delivering its 
performance potential in aligning available airspace with actual traffic demand due to lacks of 
dynamism and extensive modular airspace structures supporting flexible solutions as well as limited 
harmonization in its application preventing improvements in cross-border operations . The fast 
growing scope of drone operations and operations at higher levels (>FL600) is not yet supported by 
agreed operational concepts that ensure effective integration into network operations. 

Operations planning still does not fully consider the most demanding growth scenarios to allow 
anticipated resolution of network operational performance issues. Furthermore, the limited 
exploitation of the network business intelligence techniques and tools results in the sub-optimal 
capabilities for the Network Manager to support its stakeholders and researchers to detect general 
trends, validate hypothesis and analyse generalised past events and behaviours. 

About capacity and flight efficiency planning 

Planning for measures to resolve network imbalances do not normally involve all affected operational 
actors, potentially resulting in solutions that are not optimal for all. Further, the network plan, defined 
to achieve a network-wide optimal performance, is often not the basis for local planning and 
execution, resulting in network performance penalties 

About trajectories and traffic management 

Trajectories are derived from the limited information provided in the current ICAO flight plan, resulting 
in uncertainties as regards the trajectories used for ATFCM and local ATC. The full demand picture is 
therefore limited, also due to the lack of OAT flight plan data. There is limited possibility for 
coordinating updates to the filed trajectories, resulting in downstream unpredictability not always 
taking into account existing local capabilities. Predictability is further affected by limited access by ATC 
and pilots to network, resulting in a gap between planning and execution, with increased ATC capacity 
buffers to maintain safety resulting in increased  need for ATFCM measures. 

About airport – network integration 

The current airspace capacity and throughput planning does not sufficiently consider, and often runs 
in isolation from, the airport capacity planning and declaration process. Consequently, bottlenecks are 
not adequately identified during the strategic planning phase, which is carried on into the pre-tactical 
and tactical phases, resulting in reduced flight punctuality. The possibilities for taking into account AU 
priorities in the network planning and their involvement in the synchronisation of local and network 
measures are limited. 
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2.2 Main Directions for 2025 

Network operations are driven by enhanced stakeholders’ participation in a rolling cooperative process 
with several layers over time. By continuously sharing latest flight intentions resulting in demand and 
available capacity, defining measures in the Network Operations Plan (NOP), considering NOP as a 
target by all actors taking into account operational updates, evaluating operations against 
performance targets and updating the plan. 

 

 

 

 

Overall network performance will be closely monitored and managed, including monitoring of the 
performance targets for the main actors in aviation. This enables Member States and Stakeholders to 
enhance their local performance from a network perspective. All partners operate with a high level of 
transparency, through intensive information sharing, allowing dynamic management of available 
resources responding to the airspace/airport user needs. 

The future operational framework relies on a paradigm shift from airspace-based operations to 
(business/mission) trajectory-based operations in which all flights’ trajectories interact from the 
strategic into the tactical phases. This enables the network management to adapt the solutions to the 
scope of the problem and thus optimise network performance. 

Critical success factor is increased participation of all Network Actors (including human, system and 
procedural aspects) through systematic application of highly cooperative mechanism by all partners at 
local, sub-regional and regional level. The Operational Stakeholders interact at all planning levels, with 
the NM ensuring the continuous monitoring of the network performance and acting as a last resort 
coordinator, based on agreed CDM processes. 

Network operation requires accurate and continuously updated network operations plan, aiming to 
reduce the ‘gap’ and create a seamless process from planning into execution. If planning reflects 
operational actors’ expectations better, more effective measures are expected, increasing the added 
value of network planning and coordination and increasing the efficient utilisation of network 
resources, improving network operations’ performance.  Any deviations that may impact network 
performance need to be communicated uninterruptedly and integrated at network level, to allow 
continuous accurate network impact  assessment and identification of opportunities for users. 

These major changes will further improve the quality and reliability of network planning and boosts 
the effectiveness of decision making which in return allows network management to use finer and 
more proportionate measures up to real time operation. The benefits effect a number of KPIs by means 
of increased capacity exploitation, reduced regulations, reduced negative side-effects on the network 
and improved flexibility and predictability.  

Targets NOP

Analysis Actions

ResultsR
e
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s

Several layers over time 

(Definition, Strategic, Pre-tactical, Tactical)
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The main directions mentioned hereafter  should never be seen in isolation. They go together in a 
consolidated package delivering network performance and requiring often common technical (e.g. 
information management) enablers. 

These main directions for 2025 will be supported by a set of enablers as they have been identified in 
the European ATM Master Plan (EATMMP).  These enablers as well as planned ones beyond 2025 are 
listed in Annex B and are grouped per ATM capability. Enablers and ATM capabilities beyond 2025 are 
indicated in blue. 

By 2025 the majority of ATM functionalities defined by the PCP IR No 716/2014 are  planned to be 
implemented,  to provide a tangible and effective improvements of ATM operations.  

Also in the same 2025 time horizon, the topic of the AIS/EAD must be addressed as well, together with 
the tools planned to be implemented in support of this domain ensuring evolutions towards a single 
data source.  

 

2.2.1 Seamless and Flexible Airspace 

Combined operation of Flexible Airspace Management and Free Route enable airspace users to fly as 
closely as possible to their preferred trajectory without being constrained by fixed airspace structures, 
except some Military permanent areas, or fixed route networks.2. 

The design of the European airspace structure features the Free Route Airspace (FRA) concept in the 
upper and lower airspace ensuring connectivity with TMA. The current FRA application extended 
beyond the national boundaries by cross-border FRA implementation, aiming gradually to 
encompass the whole of the pan-European airspace. FRA will be extended to TMA boundaries (so 
also in the lower airspace) to ensure the connectivity with TMA fixed route structures established 
and managed flexibly to best suit the expected traffic demand. TMA optimisation is based on 
connection with FRA airspace above and application of PBN, enhanced arrival procedures based on 
GBAS/SBAS and CDO/CCO techniques with TMA.   

In order to support FRA cross-border operations, further automation of ATC planning/tactical tools is 
envisaged ( multisector planner, conflict resolution advisory, dynamic cross sector sectorisation 
tactical tools) as well as the initial steps of ATFCM/ATC planning integration ( INAP processes and 
tools).  

Short notice reserved/restricted airspace requirement changes are continuously shared between the 
ASM/ATFCM/ATS partners in a rolling airspace update process, facilitating immediate responses from 
service providers and airspace users. Real time coordination is supported with what-if functionality for 
selection of appropriate responses. Airspace availability is shared in real time via full rolling AUP/UUP 
mechanism to optimise utilisation of airspace. Traffic synchronisation actions may follow as a result. 

The network planning processes will be continuous, sharing the latest updated data to all users 
(interoperability between ASM, ATFCM and ATS). Network actors will link their own processes 
(continuous or snapshot) to the network processes supported by SWIM compliant infrastructure. 
Network impact assessment of FUA processes and data exchanges will be carried out accompanied 
with a continuous ASM performance monitoring.  

Improvement of airspace utilisation is obtained through flexibility in airspace organisation and design 
and through flexibility and dynamicity in airspace management. Harmonisation of ASM application will 
be pursued in the frame of concrete regional projects in order to exploit any enhanced ASM application 
facilitating cross border operations.   

 In order to minimise the effect on network operations of national borders and uncoordinated local 

                                                
2 Commission Implementing Regulation (EU) No 716/2014, L 190/31, Flexible Airspace Management and Free Route. 
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decisions, 2025 will see initial application of Dynamic Airspace Configurations (DACs) that are used to 
accommodate specific civil and military demand. DACs include ATC sectorisation,  modular 

airspace reservations, FRA and TMA structures that are dynamically adapted to the traffic demand 
and military  operations in order to respond to any Airspace Users performance needs, for instance 
by enabling that the Airspace Users benefit from capacity opportunities as soon as they become 
available. 

As a step towards Airspace Configurations, airspace structures  are designed and dynamically managed 
to provide alignment of airspace availability through collaborative decision making processes at 
national, regional and network level. Operational civil and military requirements  including both flight 
efficiency and capacity are taken as an input. 

A network operations oriented development of the local route availability constraints (as reflected in 
the Route Availability Document) will be focused upon simplified restrictions that are dynamically 
applied.  Network operations efficiency and capacity will be improved by the reduced focus on national 
boundaries and by the removal of redundant and obsolete restrictions. 

Meeting the diversity of user requirements requires effective and dynamic management of the pre- 
defined airspace configurations through a highly flexible and integrated Collaborative Decision Making 
(CDM) process at network, regional, national and local level. The effective and dynamic management 
will be addressed through an integrated airspace configurations process, supported by appropriate 
ASM/ATFCM procedures.  

Between ATM actors real time airspace status data will be exchanged and provides the basis for 
ASM/ATFCM planning updating and fine-tuning. 

The validation and early deployment of conceptual elements concerning the network integration of 
Higher Level Operations and drones/UAV are envisaged in this time frame. 

 

2.2.2 Capacity Planning and Flight Efficiency 

Network Collaborative Management improves the European ATM network performance, notably 
capacity and flight efficiency through exchange, modification and management of trajectory 
information3.   

In the airspace and airport planning process, stakeholders aim at meeting airspace user’s business 
needs by providing capacity more proactively and dynamically where & when it is needed while 
ensuring flight efficiency, based on expected demand and operational context. In addition, OPS 
Stakeholders  need to ensure the continuity of air traffic service provision despite disruptions by 
enabling a temporary delegation of the provision of air traffic services to an alternate provider with 
spare capacity. 

Through the Network Operations Plan (NOP) focus is maintained on planning and implementation of 
improvements to properly deliver required en-route and airport capacity (the latter through 
integration with the AOP). This is a rolling process, through continuous assessment of performance 
and identification of improvement and/or mitigation actions. 

Structural airspace bottlenecks are addressed  with appropriate mitigation actions and with sufficient 
accuracy to enable efficient resource allocation  to deliver the required operational performances in 
respect of new sector plans.  

Major ATM transition projects are coordinated across the network to ensure synchronised entry into 
service of major airspace improvements. 

                                                
3 Commission Implementing Regulation (EU) No 716/2014, L 190/34, Network Collaborative Management. 
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AU (civil and military) requirements needs to be integrated into the new airspace structure to reflect 
AU needs and to ensure a solid civil/military utilisation of the airspace . The improved dynamicity and 
transparency of the airport and airspace planning process allows AU’s to optimise their fleet planning 
or mission planning and allows for improved flight planning for individual flights. 

Local plans need to include the flexible and dynamic sectorisation by taking into account basic 
complexity indicators based on specific shapes of demand, network flight efficiency needs and 
existing ATC technology enabled capabilities.  In addition, the local/regional plans should consider 
the cross-border sectorisation plans and consolidation/reconfiguration  of upper airspace sectors in 
a dynamic manner.  

Network operations will collaboratively address the overall Network stability  and efficiency and take 
the necessary actions to optimise overall network performance.  

The timely sharing of dynamic operational data by ANSPs will improve predictability of sector 
capacities and contribute to improve capacity and flight efficiency coordination processes in the 
network and improve effective application of measures. 

EU-wide performance targets are cascaded down  to Member States performance plans and reflected 
in the Network Operation Plan to a workable operations level. 

The Network Manager and its operational stakeholders will have to ensure: 

 the timely development of operational plans and their coordination at network level,  

 identification of bottlenecks and the development of an optimised airspace structure ; 

 Implementation of identified measures and optimum sectorisation, with the operational 
resources needed to deliver the required performance . 

 

Network business intelligence techniques and tools will be made available and applied to the 
Network Manager operational archives to support detection of trends, validating hypothesis and 
analysing past events or behaviours.  This aims at providing a common framework and toolbox to the 
other solutions and actors, allowing them to assess the Network Performance in the pre-tactical and 
tactical phases of the Network Management.  

 

2.2.3 Trajectory and Cooperative Traffic Management 

Flow Management shall move to a Cooperative Traffic Management (CTM) environment, optimising 
the delivery of traffic into sectors and airports and the need for Air Traffic Flow and Capacity 
Management (ATFCM) measures3. 

As a first  step towards 4D business trajectory management, Operational Stakeholders need to 
ensure timely implementation of eFPL based on ICAO FF-ICE that will include the planned 4D 
trajectory of the flight. In specific areas, special attention by ATC is given to flights subject to 
downstream constraints, to ensure that targeted measures established in the planning phase are 
respected.  Network actors might request the revision of filed eFPL during the planning and 

execution phase of the flight using different processes and technologies. 

The monitoring process of Network Capacity also takes into account new indicators and threshold 
values related to complexity and workload. This requires en-route and airport capacities to be updated 
in real time. 

Flight information exchanged during the pre-tactical and tactical phases by ATC systems and Network 
Manager supports the predictability of network events and their impact, and it reduces uncertainty, 
thereby improving operational performance. 

In the planning phase, to efficiently use resources, an optimal plan of sectors and airspace 
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restrictions/reservations will be timely updated to balance with the demand and achieve the most 
optimum airspace configuration.  

Planned 4D-measures (e.g. Target Times) will be communicated to all relevant actors as targets so 
to ensure that the flight execution is performed against the plan to permit optimised network 
performance. 

ATC will optimise network operations by, in principle, implementing the coordinated targeted 
measures (4D: time, route, level) through adherence to the agreed business/mission trajectory, and 
in addition, to anticipate opportunities for airspace users when and where possible, based on 
cooperative traffic management procedures in coordination with civil and military ANSPs (including 
military views on CDM processes), Airports, FOCs/WOCs and with the network manager. This will 
allow a balanced approach on predictability and managed flexibility. In addition, ATC will be 
supported by the network operations for specific ATC requirements such as data sharing in support 
of arrival (pre-)sequencing and reconciliation of extended AMAN advisories with Target Time 
constraints . 

All Operational Stakeholders (AU inclusively)  will be fully involved in the establishment of ATFCM 
measures via Network CDM process and tools. To support airspace users to optimise their business 
in the network, AUs will have more flexibility to select the flights to which specific measures will be 
applied, including automated processes where AUs provide information on the optimisation of 
departure sequences (for priority flights) in order to swap slots with other flights inside or outside 
the airline group.  

ATC will provide efficient flows of traffic by, in principle, implementing trajectories optimised during 
the planning phase and necessary trajectories revision in order to maintain the declared sector 
throughput and de-conflict the oncoming/outgoing traffic flows.  

In addition, adjacent control centres (e.g. ACCs) agree and apply cooperative over-the-horizon traffic 
management & coordination procedures with greater emphasis on resolving issues before they 
materialise, through traffic demand adaptations that reduce the dependency on downstream reactive 
controller workload. By coordinating hotspots (overloads/conflicts) based on complexity and 
occupancy values, local measures will be as much as possible cooperatively decided to prevent 
negative impact on downstream controller workload (e.g. Short Term ATFCM Measures - STAM). These 
measures could be traditional measures but also more fine-tuned and targeted measures to optimise 
complexity/workload. The application of a measure takes into consideration the expected network 
effect, including the interface with airports. This will include advance tools supporting the 
reconciliation of required ATFM measures at network level, optimising the capacity throughput and 
reducing delays. 

Trajectory modifications for flight efficiency purposes will be beneficial to airspace users and without 
negative impact to downstream operations.  

Clear organisational processes are established to deal with unplanned major events and/or significant 
reduced operations (applicable to local and Pan-European disruptions, but also to global disruption or 
out of area disruption having an impact on the Pan-European network). Depending on the nature of 
the situation the normal ATFCM toolbox and rules can be extended, including adapted prioritisation 
rules, buffers, new what-if applications, etc. 

 The accuracy of the traffic demand  improves by the initial integration of OAT flight planning function 
, comparing  eFPL flight planning information with the flight intention information4,  evaluating the 
Airspace Users proposed trajectories (Shared Business Trajectories), extended AMAN data, trajectory 
data distributed by Network Manager and by increased exchanges of  departure and arrival planning 
information  before/during flight execution. 

In order to support more efficient arrival traffic management, the extension of AMAN horizon is 

                                                
4 Compliance with Article 9 of Regulation (EC) No 255/2010 on common rules on air traffic flow management 
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needed in order to propagate the AMAN delays further en-route. The extended AMAN advisories need 
to be implemented on the wider scale with the full Network involvement and awareness. LoA and 
operational procedures will be adapted with the provisions of extended AMAN delay apportionment.  

Further initial enhancements of extended AMAN are envisaged, mainly for multiple airports and 
overlapping horizon. 

The Network Actors need to use the airborne trajectory data or a portion of it (Extended Project 
Profile) as deemed appropriate in order to update some segment of ground trajectories.  

The integration of FF_ICE, EPP and Flight Object will enable Network to obtain much greater accuracy 
of planned/revised trajectories and future flight intend.  

The Network Actors will support the collaborative management of constraints for arrival, integration 
and coordination of constraints from various stakeholders (airports, ANSPs, AUs and NM). This will 
enables airspace users to prioritise their important flights during the planning phase and allocation of 
target times. 

The Network situational awareness will be improved by the implementation of integrated DCB 
processes and  the seamless integration of local network management with extended ATC planning 
and arrival management activities. The network prediction and performance processes intend to 
provide increased efficiency through assessment of performance of network operations with 
stakeholders able to evaluate the impact of their intentions and decisions. 

 

2.2.4 Airport – Network Integration 

A Collaborative NOP consists of increased integration of NOP and Airport Operations Plan (AOP) 
information. The development of a Collaborative NOP shall focus on the availability of shared 
operational planning and real- time data5.  

Airport capacity declaration (and the subsequent airport slot allocation) process and airspace planning 
are closely linked and need to be consistent. Airport capacity planning process needs to be optimised 
taking into account the airspace capacity planning and Network optimisation. The quality of the data 
used for network planning purposes is significantly enhanced with the provision of more accurate data 
directly (specifically P-DPI, including the extended DPI concept, and API messages) from airport 
operators and airspace users. In addition data from other airports (or groups of airports as well as 
small/regional airports) that generate any significant levels of traffic will be used as inputs (e.g. as 
Advanced ATC Towers) into the planning process so a complete and accurate picture of expected traffic 
situations can be established. 

Smaller airports, who decided that local CDM development is not feasible and required, will be linked 
to the network via ATC DPI, assuring that departure planning data for the small airport is available for 
the Network.  

For airports, comprehensive capacity assessments are carried out to ensure that all aspects of the slot 
allocation process are fully aligned and accurate data is used as part of the network planning process.  

The planning process from strategic through pre-tactical until tactical operations is adapted to allow 
for a constant quality management cycle including post operational analysis, which is consistent with 
the application of the Gate-to-Gate and air-to-air concept. The present reporting of airport delays has 
evolved from one of reporting effect to one of more accurately reporting the causes for the delay, 
which includes information on when the demand exceeded the agreed capacity figure and the reasons 
for the excessive demand. 

 

                                                
5 Commission Implementing Regulation (EU) No 716/2014, L 190/34, Collaborative NOP. 
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Local partners in the Airport Operations Centre (APOC, including a local DCB function) and network 
capacity managers collaboratively decide on appropriate measures considering network and local 
airport demand and capacity constraints to ensure the appropriate balance between efficient 
Airport/TMA operations in all weather conditions and efficient En-route operations. TMA operational 
efficiency is enhanced through PBN-based operations and application of CCO/CDO procedures. 
Further techniques like RECAT-EU and Time Based Separation (TBS) will provide for additional 
efficiency increase.  

The time horizon of 2025 includes a wider application of Target Times (TTs) for regulated flights and in 
support to Extended Arrival Management, in support of improvements to On-Time Performance. An 
extensive combined application of CTOT/TTA technics will improve, balance and integrate airport/en-
route operations with overall benefits in terms network of performance (capacity and flight efficiency). 

 

2.2.5 Further enhancement of network components, systems and CNS 
infrastructure 

  
In order to facilitate the implementation of operational changes listed above, the Network Actors will 
support the extensive digital A/G and G/G data exchanges, wide scale enhancements of existing 
network system components and changes of CNS infrastructural components such as:  

 Further enhancement of existing ANSP/NM/AU data exchanges to support cross-border FRA  

 SWIM yellow profile exchanges  for aeronautical data and network related exchanges 
(regulations, re-routings, proposals, traffic monitoring values) 

 EAD, digital briefing and enhance aeronautical information management with digital static 
and dynamic data 

 Airspace Management support system and tools 

 Updated NM system to enable NM to support the future foreseen developments in the 
European Air Traffic Management 

 Network level monitoring  of the performance of CNS infrastructure relevant to the 
execution of network function  

CNS infrastructure rationalisation and CNS service evolution (ADS-B, GBAS/SBAS, A-PNT, SATCOM for 
Datalink, PENS). 
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2.3 Main directions for 2030 

The Network operational concept will evolve from 2025 onwards and additional elements need to 
considered as buildings blocks to address the Network performances and rectify the identified 
deficiencies. Many of these operational/system evolutions  are still in R&D pipeline, their inter-
dependencies  and contributions to the overall network performance need to be further assessed. A 
description of 2029 operations is provided in Annex A. The main 2030 concept elements, in addition 
to the foreseen 2025 situation, that are expected to contributed to the network performances include:   

 

 Ultimate steps towards full Pan-European FRA cross-border FRA implementation and FRA 
extension until TMA boundaries 

  The upper European Airspace will be optimised by consolidation/reconfiguration of current 
sector configurations. Dynamic ATC Sectors and sector configurations needs to be defined 
irrespective of national boundaries to support the expected traffic flows and ensure 
connectivity with TMAs   

 The Dynamic Airspace Configuration (DAC) concept intends to improve the dynamicity of 
airspace volumes management and sector configurations. Enhanced segregation features (e.g. 
Dynamic Mobile Areas – DMAs) DACs integration in ATFCM will contribute to the collaborative 
optimisation of traffic flows. Dynamic Mobile Area (DMA) will support the dynamic 
configuration of airspace and management of Mission Trajectory thus contributing to the 
efficiency of both civil and military operations  

 TMA operations will benefit from the capability to dynamically extend the scope of terminal 
airspace, which are further optimised by the application the application of advanced continuous 
climb and descent operations for improving descent and climb and synchronisation of 
arrival/departure flows 

 In order to increase the resilience of European ATM network, the Operational Stakeholder will 
ensure the management of an enhanced Demand Capacity Balancing process to support 
capacity on-demand ATS service  

 In order to cover the planning gap between ATFCM and ATC processes and facilitate layered 
ATM planning in the execution phase, Integrated Network Management and ATC Planning 
(INAP) will be gradually implemented  

 For the provision of Common Network Situation awareness and enhanced demand and capacity 
balancing tools, the Network Management will gradually evolve towards flow centric 
operations enable a collaborative approach in the context of flow and network management for 
increased dynamic capabilities and predictability.  

 Network Operation will be enhanced by the full integration of OAT flight planning function 
and initial steps of Mission Trajectory management   

 Collaborative constraint management process  will re-conciliate the multiple constraint 
resolution strategies from all the Operational Stakeholders, including Airports, in order to 
identify the best measure given nature, scope and time horizon making ATFCM measures close 
to the time of occurrence in a cooperative manner  

 The Trajectory management will be based on the centralised coordination of the 4D 
Business/Mission Trajectory vis-à-vis the airspace users  and Enhanced-CDM (ECDM) process 
in the execution phase to the level most practicable, including involvement of all Operational  
stakeholders in the decision making process with emphases on both civil and military AU 
needs. In-flight revision of eFPL will be fully coordinated with all operational actors  

 Network Operation will be further enhanced by optimisation of multiple ATFCM time based 
measures, reducing the adverse impact of multiple regulations affecting the same flight or flows 
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 The arrival management function will be further enhanced by the  integration with DMAN, 
application of queue management techniques for multiple airports, extended Arrival Manager  
with overlapping horizon 

 The ATC automation will be enhanced by  adapted conflict detection/resolution tools which 
includes airspace and LoA constraints  

 The network integration of Higher Level Operations and drones/UAV will needed to ensure 
the integration of these operations into the European ATM Network 

 The further enrichment of the APOC process through inclusion of landside elements and 
evolving towards Total Airport Management (TAM), will further improve the AOP quality 
within the Network Operations Plan and thus improve the dynamic/rolling picture of the 
network situation to be used by all operational stakeholders to prepare their plans and their 
inputs to the network CDM processes 

 Air-Ground and Civil –military information exchange  on shared or dedicated SWIM profiles to 
ensure a sound common view as basis for coordination end collaborative decision making     

 The first steps of ATC virtualisation by gradual implementation of Virtual ATM centres is 
expected to commence in this period   

 The specific flight-centric specific allocation, coordination and visualisation tools will supported 
the first steps of flight centric ATC operations 

 The AUs priority will be further enhanced by the full application of UDPP 

 The introduction of ATM data service. 

These additional elements will be supported by a set of clustered enablers, listed in Annex B. 
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CHAPTER 3 –Impact on 
Performance  

The elements described in this High Level Network Operational Framework are designed to support 
meeting Network Performance objectives and Operational Stakeholder business requirements. 
Performance objectives are established through the SES Performance Scheme with Reference Periods 
RP3 (2020-2024) and RP4 (2025-2029) applicable to the timeframe of this document. 

The integral network approach as described in this Operational Framework will allow accommodating 
the traffic in an optimised manner, thereby supporting network performance. As indicated in the 
Network Strategy Plan 2020-2029, optimising network design and network operations will both 
significantly contribute to meeting the Capacity and Environmental Key Performance Indicators as 
defined in the Performance Scheme Implementing Rule, and will also contribute to Safety and Cost-
efficiency. 

Technical and operational network improvements from an integral network perspective will allow 
accommodating the traffic with a minimal of ATFCM measures, timely available to airspace users, 
military and to ANSPs,  thereby supporting network performance. The correlation between network 
improvements and benefits is reported in Table 1 below. 

 

Network Improvement category Measurable performance improvements 

Route Network Design  Reduction of fuel consumption, increase in en-
route capacity, ATCO productivity. 

ASM-FUA  Reduction of fuel consumption, increase in en-
route capacity and efficiently meeting the 
military requirements.  

Airborne Traffic Evolution Messages  Increase in traffic predictability, increase in en-
route declared capacity in ATFCM regulations, 
reduction of traffic over-delivery, reduction of 
inappropriate ATFCM regulations ( when actual 
demand results lower than capacity) 

Better planning and utilisation of airport 
resources.  

Network Collaborative Management ANSPs could better allocate capacity to demand 
(ATCO productivity increases. Airspace users 
could select the least penalised flow measure 
regulation among a set of options (rerouting, 
ATFCM regulation, cruising speed reduction, 
etc.).  

ATFCM and airport slot swapping  (1) Societal benefits during disruptive 
operating conditions. ATFCM will ensure 
a high passenger throughput based on 
payload factor so minimising passenger 
penalties and events of public disorder. 
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Table 1: Network Improvement category and measurable performance improvements  

(2) Reduce penalties for airspace users 
during  disruptive operating conditions. 
ATFCM will ensure the least penalty in 
term of payload factor.  

ACDM, AOP/NOP integration  Reduction of air transport delay, particularly 
reactionary delays.  

Reduction of operational cancellations during  
disruptive operating conditions. 

Better planning and utilisation of airport 
resources.  

Increase in traffic predictability, increase in en-
route declared capacity in ATFCM regulations, 
reduction of traffic over-delivery, reduction of 
inappropriate ATFCM regulations ( when actual 
demand results lower than capacity) 
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ANNEX A – Network Operations by 
2029 

This Annex provides an overall brief description of the Network Operations 
elements envisaged to be deployed or in process of being deployed until 2029.  
These elements are aligned with the existing plans described in the ATM 
Master Plan and the SESAR CONOPS, the applicable editions in force at the 
moment of creation of this Annex. 

A.1 Network Operations 2029 - Overall Description 

Network Operations will support the delivery of the overall performance benefits expected over RP3 
and RP4 and as also described in the Network Strategy Plan (NSP) and the European ATM Master Plan. 
These operations are the result of the Network Cooperative Decision Making Process involving all the 
operational stakeholders6 and NM.  

The future Network Operations elements by 2029 are grouped in four main domains addressed in the 
sub-chapter 2.2: 

 Seamless and Flexible Airspace 

 Optimum Capacity and Flight Efficiency Planning 

 Trajectory and Cooperative Traffic Management 

 Airport – Network Integration. 

The foundation for the future Network Operations will be the implementation of X-Border FRA 
extended in the lower airspace ensuring connectivity with TMAs, more dynamic and optimized 
airspace structures, designed and used in an agile and flexible manner through the introduction of a 
Dynamic Airspace Management. This airspace dynamicity and the required optimization will support 
the Network response to the Airspace Users’ demand and requirements, through the provision of the 
necessary capacity and throughput, both in terms of airspace and airports.  

ATFCM will gradually move to the flow centric type of operations.  

The introduction of Trajectory Based Operations (TBO) as the new environment for the Network 
Operations will play a fundamental role in driving forward the optimization of the ATM Network 
Services as Flight Planning based on FF-ICE will rely on accurate and predictable trajectories shared 
with all stakeholders involved in the planning process and in the execution of the flight. This allows 
stakeholders to improve the planning process of ATM resources, to optimize the airspace 
configurations, to better exploit available capacity and to reduce the impact of DCB measures. 

Airspace Users will operate as close as feasible to their preferred trajectories, thereby satisfying their 
business and operational needs. An effective dynamic adjustment of capacity (via FRA and dynamic 
airspace structures) in order to meet demand, making full use of developed civil/military collaboration.  

Trajectory Management will improve the coordination between the different processes including 

                                                
6Civil & Military airspace users and ANSPs, Airport operators, Airport slot Coordinators, the Network Manager, any operating organisations 

and additional stakeholder groups considered relevant for the management of Network Operations  
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Airspace Management (ASM), DCB, ATC, Arrival/Departure Synchronization  and User Prioritisation.  

Figure A.1 illustrates the Network Operations elements grouped per domains and set throughout all 
the phases of the flight, from planning to post-operations.     
   

 
Figure A1:  Network Operations elements 
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A.2 Seamless and Flexible Airspace 

 

 

Figure A2-1:  Seamless and flexible airspace elements 

Strategic Planning  

The X-border FRA airspace structures extended in the lower airspace and ensuring connectivity with 
TMAs will be agreed using NM CDM process and be known to all operational Stakeholders in order to 
adapt their ground system with published FRA volumes and interfaces.   

Civil and military demand forecasts will be established using business intelligence techniques & tools, 
applying growth scenarios that have been agreed commonly through the network CDM process. 

Based on demand forecast and ATC capabilities, ANSPs will establish optimal (cross border) sector 
configuration scenario’s to optimally facilitate the demand, in coordination with airports and 
neighbouring ANSPs. This will include the modus operandi and procedures for dynamically adapting 
sector configurations to expected demand. Airports will establish capacity planning as basis for 
available airport slots and as input to network planning, and will coordinate with the local ANSPs to 
ensure aligned TMA capacity values. 

In the strategic planning phase, the operational stakeholders will create the prerequisites for creating 
the optimum airspace structures designed to fulfil the military AUs (or other AUs reserving/restricting 
a specific area or portion of airspace i.e. aeronautical industry performing test flights or industry testing 
specific weapons/weapon systems requiring live firing) mission requirements whilst minimising the 
potential impact on the wider ATM network performance. 

 

The Network dynamicity will see airspace portions reserved more and more only on temporary bases, 
as the continuous evolution of AUs’ preferred trajectories (following more and more the optimum 
trajectory as determined by the AU and that can be accommodated by ATM ) will require a more 
flexible and agile allocation of airspace. The DAC and DCB processes will need to be fully integrated in 
order to provide this kind of very dynamic allocation. The extensive application of DMAs concept will 
facilitate the flexible management of airspace reservation requests. 

Both dynamic sectors definition/configuration and flexible definition/management of airspace 
reservation (e.g. DMAs) will contribute to the implementation of DAC concept achieving the 
integration of ASM-ATFCM-ATS based on CDM processes consistent from local to sub-regional to 
regional levels, which is triggered either by local or network performance requirements, depending 
of a specific situation in time and place. Although covering entirely the ATM planning phases, DAC 
processes is not bounded by time, thus the design, configuration, optimization and execution often 
overlap. 

Part of the advanced designed airspace structures, the year 2029 will see an increased dynamicity of 
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the TMA boundaries, which will be adapted in the tactical planning phase to support the proper 
accommodation of the foreseen demand closer to the execution phase. The TMA adaptation and 
modification need to be perfectly synchronized with the surrounding airspace structures, connecting 
its fixed route structure i.e. SIDs and STARs with the FRA elements extended to its boundaries. 

The TMA optimization will be further enhanced by the application of PBN within its limits, as well as 
the accelerated advancement of the arrival procedures based on GBAS/SBAS and the CDO/CCO 
techniques. 

A very important aspect of the successful design and implementation of a seamless and flexible 
airspace will be a full integration of ASM and ATFCM supported by a very robust and integrated CDM. 
Strategic planning will require a significant exchange of data, within a systematic CDM process, 
between the different ATM components, in particular ASM, Airport and Network Operations.  

Pre-tactical and Tactical Planning  

X-FRA airspace structures will offer AUs to fly their preferred flight patterns and file the flight plans 
(eFPL) using the X-border FRA opportunities. NM will validate these AUs preference in terms of flight 
planning and notify them if further optimisation of flight profiles is feasible.   

This phase of the Network Operations aims at further refining the airspace structures and 
configurations designed, negotiated and agreed during the strategic phase between all the operational 
stakeholders. As the timeline moves closer to the D Day (Day of Operations), more information is 
available regarding the AUs’ demand expressed in the form of shared FF-ICE trajectories (SBT/SMT), as 
well as an update of the ATM constraints at the local and network level. 

Airspace structures will be reserved/restricted in a very dynamic and flexible way, accommodating the 
military AUs demands and operational requirements while still ensuring the necessary airspace 
throughput for the other non-participating traffic.The migration to flow centric operations will provide 
a very important input to a more dynamic ASM process. The transformation of ASM into the Dynamic 
ASM will be the key operational enabler toward the need of implementing a seamless and flexible 
airspace by 2029. Focusing the pre-tactical phase on the analysis of the forecasted air traffic flows will 
offer to the Airspace Planners (both civil and military) the key element to be considered when deciding 
the geographical location of the airspace that satisfies the AU’s requirements when booking specific 
areas whilst trying to keep to minimum the impact on these flows on an airspace reservation. 

A strong and integrated analysis of all the ATM restrictions and constraints, including the 
meteorological data, will prove to be even more important when reaching the tactical planning phase. 
At this specific moment the fine tuning of the already initially agreed airspace allocation elements is 
creating the prerequisites for reaching the level of confidence in the shared trajectories that will allow 
them to be transformed in the reference trajectories (RBTs/RMTs), published in the Collaborative NOP. 

The dynamic adjustment of airspace in the pre-tactical and tactical planning phases will deliver 
performance gains by responding in a flexible way to AUs’ expectations. 

Execution  

AU will execute the flights within X-border FRA airspace in accordance with the established plan. These 
flights will remain under ATC for tactical flight changes. ATC tactical interventions, notifications, 
coordination and transfer of control procedures will be applied by ATC to the flights within X-FRA 
airspace structures.  

 The key feature enabling the Dynamic Airspace Management is continuous real time sharing of the 
latest updates in terms of airspace configurations, airspace reservations and their corresponding 
states.  

The continuous updates offered to the AUs in real time will allow them to engage in post-departure 
route/trajectory planning processes meant to cope with the dynamic modifications of the ATM 
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constraints in the execution phase. 

Post Operations  

The post operations analysis will support all the operational stakeholders to further refine and fine-
tune the published X-border FRA structure and airspace configurations. Involving on a permanent basis 
the already available techniques of business intelligence (big data, machine learning or Artificial 
Intelligence – AI ), the optimum size and location of a reserved airspace or an ATC sector will be 
identified with a high degree of confidence and accuracy, satisfying in the same time as much as 
possible all the AUs’ operational requirements and needs. Horizontal and vertical flight efficiency will 
be calculate for the flights within FRA cross border airspace structures.  

The post-ops analysis will identify in each case the impact created by an airspace reservation or 
restriction on specific traffic flows and will feed relevant data about the size and location of airspaces 
into all the planning phases. The continuous feedback and impact analysis will support the airspace 
planners to identify in shorter periods of time the optimum airspace solutions to be deployed in a very 
dynamic cross border FRA environment. 

 

A.3  Optimum Capacity and Flight Efficiency Planning 

 

Figure A3:  Optimum Capacity and Flight Efficiency Planning elements 

 

Strategic Planning  

The AUs’ input provided from the early phases (strategic) of the planning process of Network 
Operations will support the integration and the necessary coordination of the initial demand 
consolidation into the overall balancing process with ATC capabilities. As a direct result of this early 
involvement of AUs in the demand strategic collection, resource planning processes such as ASM and 
DCB will take into account from the start the AUs preferences and priorities and will try to 
accommodate them through a continuous and layered CDM process. The AUs’  will improve 
predictability and therefore the quality of capacity enhancement activities which will reduce the need 
the ATFM measures and, in an optimal scenario, would even obviate the need for ATFM measures. 

The initial complexity management will start already in the strategic planning phase of the Network 
Operations, but the complexity assessment’s real benefits will support the identification of the 
optimum Network and local ATFCM measures in the pre-tactical, tactical planning and execution 
phases. The complexity measurements will provide a key input into the DAC processes, supporting the 
local and network planners to calculate and implement the optimum configuration of airspace 
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reservations, ATC sectors and TMA boundaries, which provide the required capacity across the 
Network. 

Pre-tactical and Tactical Planning  

As the planning phase gets closer to execution, the accuracy of the data representing the forecasted 
demand and the available capacity will increase, thus allowing the possibility of DCB to evolve into a 
more dynamic process. These types of solutions will optimise and support the adaptation of capacity 
to meet a minimally adjusted demand expressed in the form of AUs’ preferred trajectories.  

The ATFCM measures created (using also tools/functionalities that propose ATFCM measures based 
on AI or machine learning ) and negotiated in the pre-tactical and tactical planning phase will have to 
be reconciled between all the involved operational stakeholders before the execution phase, 
eliminating as much as possible the need for the tactical interventions performed in the execution 
phase. 

In the planning phase conducted closer to the execution time, the ATFCM measures will be thoroughly 
analysed and coordinated from the local perspective as well as from the network perspective within 
the CDM process, considering as much as possible the AUs’ preferred trajectories and business needs 
as provided through the Preliminary Flight Plan (PFP) and Filed Flight Plan (eFPL). The result will be a 
set of synchronized and reconciled measures, which will contribute significantly to the overall Network 
performance, whilst following the performance targets set at the local level. The agreed sets of 
measures will be published in the Cooperative NOP and will be transparent to all the parties involved.  

The ATFCM measures will evolve as well into complex sets of measures, which will comprise not only 
the flow and capacity elements within the new dynamic DCB processes, but also the ASM and ATS 
elements, everything augmented by accurate meteorological data. 

Traffic Complexity Management will represent a key capability within the dynamic DCB process. 
Quantitative and qualitative assessments of complexity will take into account the uncertainty of the 
trajectory prediction over time, aiming to capture the relationship with workload.  

 

Managing the transition between planning and execution, the Integrated Network Management and 
(Extended) ATC Planning (INAP) function will be introduced into the Network Operations. This new 
function will enable the seamless management of traffic and the reduction in the number of potentially 
conflicting trajectories to be tactically handled by ATS by the further integration of ATFCM and ATC 
planning functions  

A very important operational enabler for the identification and analysis of optimum Network measures 
will be offered by the continuous improvements brought to the what-if processes and automated 
support tools. The what-if impact results based on the commonly shared AU’s preferred trajectories 
as well as the shared ATM constraints and available resources will support the local and network 
planners to react in a very agile and flexible way to the network increased dynamicity. System 
supported analysis performed in very short periods of time will allow these planners to adopt the 
optimum solutions for meeting the performance targets at the local and network level, whilst keeping 
the tactical interventions to an agreed minimum. 

Execution  

The execution phase will see a continuation of the dynamic DCB processed started already in the 
strategic phase and developed in the pre-tactical and tactical phases. The tactical elements of the DAC 
processes will continue to support the fine-tuning of the local and network measures, providing in a 
continuous flow of information the most up-to-date data concerning the airspace reservations, the 
airspace configurations as well as real time airspace updates to all involved operational stakeholders.  

The  support tool will provide real ATFCM measure ( i.e. level caps) and propose the optimum and 
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dynamic airspace configuration following last minutes traffic demand adaptations, support by what-if 
ATFCM measure  management. 

The AUs will continue to monitor and provide their necessary input in this measures fine-tuning 
process, making available to the local and network planners their updated trajectory preferences when 
considering the possible evolutions of the ATM constraints in the execution phase.  

The INAP role will continue to evolve, making this function one of the key coordinating mechanisms 
when establishing the optimum balance between the local and the network performance targets and 
needs.   

Post Operations 

A very detailed and comprehensive post-operational analysis of all the implemented capacities, 
capabilities, airspace configurations and the measures or sets of measures taken to ensure the DCB 
process will have to be performed by all the operational stakeholders. The data provided as an input 
for all these above-mentioned parameters have to be detailed and accurate, with the appropriate 
level of quality and shared between all involved parties. Future technologies developed for the 
business intelligence activities (like big data, machine learning or AI) will support and enhance the 
analysis of all the Network components and resources, mapping them in a seamless and continuous 
process against the Network elements identified as being the optimum ones in the performance-
driven process of managing the entire pan-European Network.  

Once more, the AUs’ input in the post-operational analysis phase will improve the quality of the 
process. The difference between the planned and agreed trajectories and the fine-tuned or modified 
trajectories flown in the execution phase will provide the basis for the detailed analysis of the 
implemented measures or sets of measures, as well as the efficiency of the airspace configurations 
and allocations.  

The analysis of the measure reconciliation process, where the lessons learned in this process, will 
support the further improvement of the DCB. 

All the identified results of this analysis, together with the complexity quantitative and qualitative 
measurements will be fed into the planning and execution phases in a continuous process of network 
optimisation at all levels and all the constituent elements. 
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A.4 Trajectory and Cooperative Traffic Management 

 

Figure A4:  Trajectory and CTM Management elements 

Strategic Planning  

Sharing the AU’s preferred trajectories and the available ATM resources in the early stages of Network 
Operations planning phases will create the possibility to move the weight of the demand 
accommodating process from the tactical planning and execution phases to the strategic and pre-
tactical planning phases. 

Flow Management will evolve through the Collaborative Traffic Management mechanisms to the Flow 
Centric Management, where the focus of the strategic DCB activities will be placed upon certain traffic 
flows instead of certain flights.  

FF-ICE will drive the operational stakeholders operations towards the end-to-end management of 
trajectories, especially when referring to the network level. The 4D Trajectory information will be 
complemented by coordinated targeted measures (containing 4D constraining elements such as time, 
horizontal and vertical profile points). 

The AUs will have the possibility to indicate from the strategic planning phase their priorities and 
preferences, not only for specific flights but also for entire flows or sub-flows elements. This 
information will improve the accuracy of the planning process as well as bringing an important 
enhancement to the predictability and punctuality targets at local and network level. 

In the Trajectory Management initial processes, a very important role will be attributed to the military 
operational actors. They will have the opportunity to bring their contribution to the overall network 
performance targets achievement through sharing not only the airspace requirements concerning 
major events with significant impact on the network but also initial information regarding military 
trajectories or flows.  

Letter of Agreement (LoA) between adjacent ATS units need to address the application of extended 
AMAN (including multiple extended AMAN), especially the item of delay apportionment. ATC 
procedures should include the provisions how the extended AMAN advisory is going to be 
accommodated.   

Pre-tactical and Tactical Planning  

The accuracy and validity of the ATM configuration, including ATM restrictions and constraints, as well 
as relevant meteorological data, will increase as the timeline moves closer to the execution phase. In 
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the pre-tactical and tactical planning phases, the trajectories expressed by the AUs (civil and military) 
will be subject to further refinement and fine-tuning in order to satisfy all their operational 
requirements, while still contributing to the achievement of the performance targets. It will be 
extremely important that all the changes brought in these planning phases will be made available to 
all the involved operational stakeholders in a timely manner and will be subject to the continuous 
Network CDM processes.  

In the pre-tactical planning phase, the integration of more accurate and up-to-date trajectory 
information will bring many benefits into the ATFCM processes. The decision to design, coordinate and 
implement the optimum measures or set of measures will be based on accurate information and will 
be supported by the latest updates of available ATM  resources i.e. airspace and airport capacities. 

Flow centric operations will continue in the pre-tactical and tactical planning as well, when the 
refinement of individual trajectories composing a specific flow or sub-flow will require  an increase in 
the dynamicity of imbalance-solving solutions provided by the local and network operations planners. 

Regarding the ATS, this component will be supported by the Network Operations in the planning 
phases for specific ATC requirements such as data sharing of Target Times, initial ATFCM measures and 
their reconciliation with ATC constrains.    

This specific planning phase will become increasingly complex, as all the operational stakeholders will 
need to reconcile the conflicting time or 4D profile targets involving the departure, en-route and arrival 
portions of the flights. The optimum measures will be  coordinated at the network level in an effort 
aiming to minimise their impact on the overall performance  of the network. 

Execution  

The Trajectory Management process in the execution phase will require a continuous synchronization 
and sharing of information. Trajectory Management will be based on  a collaborative coordination of 
the 4D Business/Mission Trajectory AAn Enhanced-CDM (ECDM) process in the execution phase will 
be performed to the level most practicable, including involvement of all Operational  stakeholders with 
emphases on their business and operational needs. 

The execution phase will also require a consistent view of the trajectory data at any given moment. 
The 4D Trajectory data, contained in eFPL, will be widely shared with all the involved operational 
stakeholders. The increased flexibility and dynamicity of the network will also require in some 
instances the revision or the update of the trajectory information in a short time as a response to 
evolving ATM constraints.  

During the execution phase, there is a need for an integration and modification of changes requested 
by Operational Stakeholders to optimise their operations. Such change occurs at granular level, and 
may be driven by new opportunity to maximise individual trajectory efficiency, or to fine-tune traffic 
complexity and controller workload at local level.  

During the execution phase, ATS is intended to execute the agreed trajectory with minimal 
alternations. The extended AMAN advisories needs to be executed further en-route as agreed by LoA 
provisions in order to optimise the traffic sequencing at the airports.  

Further interaction between Operational stakeholders ( including NM)  is needed for reconciliation of  
tactical ATFCM measures (a.i. target Times) with ATC advisories based extended/multiple extended 
AMAN application.  

In the execution phase, the military operational stakeholders will define their own CDM limits and 
willingness to revise the RMTs on the basis of mission objectives accomplishment in a safe and efficient 
way. 

Post Operations  
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The post-operational phase will make full use of the available business intelligence technologies (big 
data, machine learning, AI, etc.) as the complexity of analysing the trajectory refinement, update and 
revision instantiations will increase.   

The multiple AMAN operations for specific time periods will be analysed and the results will be fed 
into the planning phases in the form of extension or reconfiguration scenarios ready to be deployed 
in operations for recurring situations. 

Based on the post-ops analysis, the LoAs and operational procedures will have to be adapted with 
the provisions of extended AMAN/multiple extended AMAN  delay apportionment as well for the 
integration of AMAN, DMAN and queue management techniques. 

A.5 Airport – Network Integration 

 

Figure A4-2:  Airport – Network Integration elements 

Strategic Planning  

 Airport capacity planning process in the strategic planning phase of the Network Operations will be 
optimised by the input provided in this stage by the airspace capacity planning and the process of 
Network optimisation. The AOP input into the Collaborative NOP and the publication of relevant 
information into the NOP will support the strategic planning phase  

The local DCB process is driven by the APOC process and actors as to achieve the local performance 
targets, i.e. punctuality and optimum use of resources to the extent possible with minimising delay 
impact. In order to have efficient local DCB processes, it will be extremely important that these 
processes be fed with the most up-to-date information as early as possible. Therefore, the local DB 
processes will have to start already in the strategic planning phase and continue in the other planning 
phases that are closer to the execution of the operations. 

In the strategic planning phase, the AUs will have the opportunity to share their business needs in 
terms of priorities and preferences, which will already set the scene for the slot swapping  

Pre-tactical and Tactical Planning  

In the pre-tactical and tactical planning phases, all the traffic demand and airport capacity elements 
will be taken into account. The result of this process will be to collaboratively determine what are the 
most limiting elements in a certain timeframe in the network, and working in a collaborative manner 
to take the appropriate measures in order to find the best possible balance. This then should trigger 
an update of the AOP, in order to inform in a transparent and timely manner all the other operational 
stakeholders. 

The network will react to this information and to the update of AOP through the synchronization and 
integration of the received data into the NOP, which in turn will be shared with all the operational 
stakeholders across the entire network. The process will be continuous and iterative in order to have 
at any given moment the most up-to-date information. 
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The integrated DCB process will follow as well continuous iterative cycles until an optimal balance is 
reached between the solutions that are designed to resolve both the airport and airspace limitations 
and imbalances. 

In this specific timeframe of the planning process, the slot swapping process based on the priorities 
and preferences declared by the AUs will evolve and will involve multiple slot swaps. These slots will 
be swapped following a more automated process, supported by the proper tools and procedures, 
which will be developed and agreed in a process driven by the AUs. 

Execution  

In the execution phase, it will be extremely important to continue the local DCB processes and to 
integrate its tactically evolving results as inputs in the NOP via the Collaborative NOP mechanisms. The 
continuous integration of local airport DCB with the network DCB will allow the overall network to 
react in an optimum way to all the possible changes and deviations from the agreed AOPs. 

The real-time availability of airport resources or the change in the meteorological conditions in the 
airport area will represent a significant modification of the overall ATM configuration, driving further 
updates or revisions of the 4D Trajectories for all the involved OPS stakeholders. The timely awareness 
of all these changes and their real-time status updates will  reduce their impact.  

Post Operations  

Detailed analysis conducted by the airports will provide high value data in the post-operational 
process conducted at the level of Network Operations. Making full use of the new technologies (big 
data, machine learning, AI) as in the case of post-ops activites in the other domains, multiple analysis 
will be conducted in order to measure (both quantitatively and qualitatively) the impact on the 
network operations of the airport operations and their sub-sequent changes in the tactical planning 
and execution phases. The analysis will focus as well on the impact of all the changes performed in 
the network operations on the airport planning and execution of flights.  
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ANNEX B – Enablers 

In order to support the main Network conceptual elements, the ATM Master enablers are grouped in 
a form of technology changes as:  

Technological changes 
(Clustered enablers) Enabler Code 

ATM system 
improvements for FRA 

AAMS-16a, ER APP ATC 125, ER APP ATC 75, ER APP ATC 78 

ATM system/ AU 
system  improvement 

for basic eFPL 
features 

NIMS-21b, SWIM-APS-18 

ATM system/ AU 
system  improvement 
for integration of eFPL 

AOC-ATM 25,AOC-ATM-23, ER APP ATC 82, NIMS-57, SWIM-APS-19, SWIM-
APS-20 

ATM system/ AU 
system  improvements 
for business trajectory 

management 

 ER APP ATC 170,  SWIM-APS-21, SWIM-APS-22, AOC-ATM-20, ER APP ATC 
82b 

ATM system/ AU 
system  improvements 
for OAT flight planning 

AAMS-10a, AOC-ATM-14, ER APP ATC 143, NIMS-35 

ATM system/ AU 
system  improvements 
for mission trajectory 

management 

AOC-ATM-15, ER APP ATC 168, NIMS-45 

ATM system/ AU 
system  improvements 
for EPP/ADS-C data 

management 

ER APP ATC 100, ER APP ATC 149a; ER APP ATC 167 

ATM system 
enhancement for 

management of real 
time ASM data 

AAMS-06b, AAMS-06c, AAMS-09a, AAMS-11, AIMS-04, AIMS-22, ER APP 
ATC 77, FOC-002, NIMS-42 

ATM system modules 
related to Dynamic 

Airspace 
Configurations  

AAMS-01, AAMS-02, AAMS-12, AAMS-13, AAMS-19, ER APP ATC 80, NIMS-
19, NIMS-30, ER APP ATC 123 

ATM system modules 
related to Dynamic 

Mobile Areas 
AAMS-01, AIMS-15 

Cooperative 
Management Traffic 

evolutions 

AOC-ATM-11, AOC-ATM-22, ER APP ATC 17, NIMS-09, NIMS-13b, NIMS-23, 
NIMS-27, NIMS-38 

Systems to support 
extended AMAN 

APP ATC 111, ER ATC 163, APP ATC 117 

Extended AMAN 
evolutions 

APP ATC 158, APP ATC 162 

Dynamic 
sectorisation/Traffic 

complexity 
enhancements 

ER APP ATC 164, APP ATC 63, ER APP ATC 93, ER APP ATC 15, NIMS-04, 
NIMS-36, NIMS-37 
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Dynamic DCB NIMS-12, NIMS-13c, NIMS-49, NIMS-50, NIMS-52, NIMS-55 

Integrated 
ATC/ATFCM tools 

NIMS-46, NIMS-48 

NM/AU System 
improvements related 

to flexibility and 
operational efficiency  

AIRPORT-51, AIRPORT-05, AIRPORT-48, AOC-ATM-17, AOC-ATM-18, NIMS-
39a, NIMS-39b, NIMS-44 

Network awareness 
system evolutions 

FOC-006, AOC-ATM-10; FOC-009, NIMS-14b, NIMS-14c, NIMS-29, SWIM-
APS-14, SWIM-APS-15, SWIM-APS-16, SWIM-APS-17, SWIM-APS-23, SWIM-
APS-24, SWIM-APS-25 

AOP/A-CDM system 
evolutions 

AERODROME-ATC-08, AERODROME-ATC-18, AERODROME-ATC-44a, 
AIRPORT-02b, AIRPORT-03, AIRPORT-03b, AIRPORT-03c, AIRPORT-04, 
AIRPORT-31, AIRPORT-35a, AIRPORT-35b 

Airport/Network data 
exchanges 

enhancements 

AOC-ATM-13, AERODROME-ATC-20, AIRPORT-38, AIRPORT-52, NIMS-03, 
NIMS-25, NIMS-41 

Airport system 
improvements ( APOC 

tools, constrain 
management, impact 

assessment) 

AERODROME-ATC-50, AERODROME-ATC-57, AIRPORT-33, AIRPORT-07, 
AIRPORT-10, AIRPORT-36, AIRPORT-41, AIRPORT-42, AIRPORT-50 

Systems to support 
Dynamic TMA 

Operations  

APP ATC 134, ER APP ATC 120;  

Multi Sector 
planner/extended 

planner 

ER APP ATC 102, ER APP ATC 173, ER APP ATC 96, ER ATC 95 

Conflict 
detection/resolution 
tool enhancements 

APP ATC 155, ER APP ATC 104, ER APP ATC 120, ER APP ATC 129, ER ATC 
157, ER ATC 157b 

Flight monitoring tool 
enhancements 

APP ATC 168, ER APP ATC 103, ER APP ATC 104b, ER APP ATC 104c, ER 
ATC 91 

Enhancement of traffic 
synchronisation and 

sequencing tools 

AERODROME-ATC-09a, AERODROME-ATC-41, APP ATC 110, APP ATC 
161, APP ATC 62, ER APP ATC 109 

Safety Nets 
enhancements 

APP ATC 136, APP ATC 148, ER APP ATC 14 

ATC system 
enhancement for 

management of data 
link clearances 

ER APP ATC 119, ER APP ATC 132, ER APP ATC 149b, ER APP ATC 149c 

Flight Centric system 
components  

ER APP ATC 174 

SWIM yellow Profile 
system capabilities 

SWIM-APS-01a, SWIM-APS-02a, SWIM-APS-03a, SWIM-APS-03b, SWIM-
APS-04a, SWIM-APS-04b, SWIM-APS-06a, SWIM-APS-07a 

SWIM data exchanges 
evolutions  

AGSWIM-35, AGSWIM-36, AGSWIM-37, AGSWIM-38, ER APP ATC 160, 
GGSWIM-51b, SWIM-APS-23, SWIM-APS-24, SWIM-APS-25 

SWIM technical 
components 

GGSWIM-10c, MIL-0502, SWIM-INFR-007; SWIM-INFR-01a, SWIM-INFR-05a, 
SWIM-INFR-06b, SWIM-INFR-06c, SWIM-NET-01a, SWIM-SUPT-01a, SWIM-
SUPT-01b, SWIM-SUPT-02, SWIM-SUPT-03a, SWIM-SUPT-03b, SWIM-APS-
05a 

SUR system 
Evolutions 

CTE-S01a, CTE-S02c, CTE-S03b, CTE-S03c, CTE-S03d 

COM system 
Evolutions 

CTE-C01c, CTE-C02b, CTE-C02c, CTE-C02d, CTE-C02e, CTE-C02f, CTE-
C03b, CTE-C03d, CTE-C04, CTE-C05a, CTE-C05b, CTE-C06b, CTE-C06d 

NAV system 
Evolutions 

CTE-N01, CTE-N02, CTE-N05, CTE-N06a 
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Performance 
monitoring of SUR 

systems 
CTE-S07, CTE-S07a, CTE-S07b, CTE-S07d, CTE-S07e 

Airport Performance 
monitoring evolutions 

NIMS-22, AIRPORT-34, AIRPORT-40, AIRPORT-40b, AIRPORT-54 

MET system 
evolutions 

METEO-03,  METEO-03c, METEO-04b, METEO-04c, METEO-05b, METEO-
05c, METEO-06b, METEO-06c, METEO-08c 

AIM system evolutions AIMS-06, AIMS-07a, AIMS-19a, AIMS-19b, AIMS-23 

Virtual Center System 
capability 

ER APP ATC 180, ER APP ATC 181, ER APP ATC 182, ER APP ATC 175, ER 
APP ATC 186, AERODROME-ATC-100, AERODROME-ATC-101 

Future DATM system 
evolution 

ER APP ATC 184, ER APP ATC 185, SVC-001, SVC-002, SVC-003, SVC-006, 
SVC-007, SVC-008, SVC-009, SVC-010, SVC-011, SVC-012, SVC-013, SVC-
014, SVC-015, SVC-016, SVC-017, SVC-018, SVC-019, SVC-020, SVC-021, 
SVC-022, SVC-023, SVC-024, SVC-025, SVC-028, SVC-021, SVC-032, SVC-
033, SVC-034, SVC-039 
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ANNEX C – High Level Roadmaps 

 

Figure C1:  High Level Operational Roadmap  
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Clustered enablers 2020 2021 2022 2023 2024 2025 2026 2027 2028 2029 2030 

ATM system improvements for X-border FRA and connectivity with TMA   
 

                    

ATM system/ AU system  improvement for basic eFPL features                       

ATM system/ AU system  improvement for integration of eFPL       
 

        

ATM system/ AU system  improvements for business trajectory management         
 

ATM system/ AU system  improvements for OAT flight planning 

 

            

ATM system/ AU system  improvements for mission trajectory management         
 

ATM system/ AU system  improvements for EPP/ADS-C data management     
 

      
ATM system enhancement for management of real time ASM data 

 
  

 

        
 

  
  

ATM system modules related to Dynamic Airspace Configurations        
 

ATM system modules related to Dynamic Mobile Areas             
 

Cooperative Management Traffic evolutions 
 

            

Systems to support extended AMAN           
 

Systems to support extended AMAN 
 

            

Extended AMAN evolutions           
 

Dynamic sectorisation/Traffic complexity enhancements 
 

              

Dynamic DCB           
 

Integrated ATC/ATFCM tools             
 

NM/AU System improvements related to flexibility and operational efficiency        
 

    

Network awareness system evolutions 

 

      

AOP/A-CDM system evolutions 

 

                

Airport/Network data exchanges enhancements 
 

            
Airport system improvements (APOC tools, constrain management, impact 
assessment)         

 

Systems to support Dynamic TMA Operations          
 

      

Multi Sector planner/extended planner 
 

          

Conflict detection/resolution tool enhancements 
 

            

Flight monitoring tool enhancements             

Enhancement of traffic synchronisation and sequencing tools             
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Safety Nets enhancements 
 

          

ATC system enhancement for management of data link clearances         
 

Flight Centric system components              
 

SWIM yellow Profile system capabilities 
 

            

SWIM data exchanges evolutions            
 

SWIM technical components 
 

              

SUR system Evolutions 

 

COM system Evolutions 

 

NAV system Evolutions 

 

Performance monitoring of SUR systems 

 

          

Airport Performance monitoring evolutions            
 

          

MET system evolutions 
 

              

AIM system evolutions 
 

      

Virtual Center System capability           
 

Future DATM system evolution               
 

Figure C2:  High Level Technical Roadmap 
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ABBREVIATIONS 

4D 4 Dimensional 

4DT 4D Trajectory 

A-CDM Airport CDM 

ACC Area Control Centre 

ADP ATFCM Daily Plan 

AFUA Advanced Flexible Use of Airspace 

AMAN Arrival Management 

ANSP Air Navigation Service Provider 

AO Aircraft Operator 

AOP Airport Operations Plan 

API Arrival Planning Information 

APOC Airport Operations Centre 

ASM Airspace Management 

ATC Air Traffic Control 

ATFCM Air Traffic Flow & Capacity Management 

ATM Air Traffic Management 

AU Airspace User 

AUP Airspace Use Plan 

CBA Cross Border Area 

CDM Collaborative Decision Making 

CCO Continuous Climb Operation  

CDO Continuous Descend Operation 

CDR Conditional Route 

CNS Communication, Navigation, Surveillance 

CTOT Calculated Take-Off Time 

DCB Demand Capacity Balancing 

DPI Departure Planning Information 

ECAC European Civil Aviation Conference 

EC European Commission 

eFPL Extended Flight Plan 

FAB Functional Airspace Block 

FDPS Flight Data Processing System 

FOC Flight Operations Centre 

FPL Flight Plan 

FRA Free Route Airspace 

GAT General Air Traffic 

GBAS Ground Based Augmentation System 

IFR Instrument Flight Rules 

KPA Key Performance Area 
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KPI Key Performance Indicator 

NM Network Manager 

NMOC Network Manager Operations Centre 

NOP Network Operations Plan 

NSP Network Strategy Plan 

OAT Operational Air Traffic 

OPS Operations 

OTP On-Time Performance 

PBN Performance Based Navigation 

R&D Research & Development 

RAD Route Availability Document 

REG Regulation (European Union) 

SBAS Satellite-Based Augmentation System 

SES Single European Sky 

SESAR SES ATM Research 

SID Standard Instrument Departure 

SO Strategic Objective 

STAM Short Term ATFCM Measures 

STAR Standard Arrival Route 

SWIM System Wide Information Management 

TMA Terminal Manoeuvring Area 

TP Trajectory Prediction 

TTA Target Time of Arrival 

TTO Target Time Over 

UDPP User Driver Priority Process 

UUP Updated Airspace Use Plan 

VFR Visual Flight Rules 

VPA Variable Profile Area 

WOC Wing Operations Centre 

WP Work Package 
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Relevant Documentation 

 

1. Network Strategy Plan  2020-2029 (NSP), approved through Commission 

Implementing Decision (EU) 2019/2167 of 17 December 2019 (endorsed by NMB) 

2. Network Performance Plan  (NPP) for Reference Period 3 (RP3) 2020-2024, edition September 
2019 (endorsed by NMB) 
 

3. COMMISSION IMPLEMENTING REGULATION (EU) No 716/2014 of 27 June 2014 on the 
establishment of the Pilot Common Project supporting the implementation of the European 
Air Traffic Management Master Plan 

4. COMMISSION IMPLEMENTING REGULATION (EU) No 123/2019 of January 2019 laying 
down detailed rules for the implementation of air traffic management (ATM) network 
functions and repealing Commission Regulation (EU) No 677/2011 
 

5. COMMISSION IMPLEMENTING REGULATION (EU) No 317/2019 of 11 February 2019 
laying down a performance and charging scheme in the single European sky and repealing 
Implementing Regulations (EU) No 390/2013 and (EU) No 391/2013 
 

6. SESAR, European Air Traffic Management Master Plan, Edition x, October 201x 
 

7. SESAR Concept of Operations (CONOPS 2019) edition 1, May 2019 
 

8. ICAO, (draft) Performance Improvement Areas and Improvements for Block 0 (- 2013), 1 (- 
2018), 2 (- 2023) and 3 ( - Long Term) 
 

9. ICAO, 2016-2030 Global Air Navigation Plan, Doc 9750-AN/963, Edition 5 – 2016 
 

10. EUROCONTROL Concept of Operations for NM Support to Advanced Arrival Management (as 
approved by NETOPS/10, 22-23 October 2014) 
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